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Abstract
Congestion control is a key enabler for lossless Ethernet at
scale. In this paper, we revisit this classic topic from a new
perspective, i.e., understanding and exploiting the intrinsic
properties of the underlying lossless network. We experi-
mentally and analytically find that the intrinsic properties of
lossless networks, such as packet conservation, can indeed
provide valuable implications in estimating pipe capacity and
the precise number of excessive packets. Besides, we derive
principles on how to treat congested flows and victim flows
individually to handle HoL blocking efficiently. Then, we
propose ACK-driven congestion control (ACC) for lossless
Ethernet, which simply resorts to the knowledge of ACK time
series to exert a temporary halt to exactly drain out excessive
packets of congested flows and then match its rate to pipe
capacity. Testbed and large-scale simulations demonstrate
that ACC ameliorates fundamental issues in lossless Ethernet
(e.g., congestion spreading, HoL blocking, and deadlock) and
achieves excellent low latency and high throughput perfor-
mance. For instance, compared with existing schemes, ACC
improves the average and 99th percentile FCT performance
of small flows by 1.3~3.3⇥ and 1.4~11.5⇥, respectively.

1 Introduction

As the adoption of RDMA continues to grow in Ethernet-
based data centers, there is a wave of the deployment of
lossless networks. A lossless network can harness the full
potential of RDMA and benefit application latency perfor-
mance that used to be affected by packet loss [6, 15, 17].

Lossless Ethernet employs hop-by-hop flow control, i.e.,
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) [1], to ensure that pack-
ets are not dropped due to buffer overflow. However, when
persistent congestion occurs, PFC may impose a backpres-
sure effect on upstream ports, and the cascade reaction can
even spread to remote switches. Flows not destined to the
congestion point are also paused, which is well-known as the
Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking issue [42, 49]. The frequent

trigger of PFC may also be along with deadlock and unfair-
ness issues [21,25,26,34,42,49]. The root cause of the above
side effects is that PFC itself can not allocate appropriate
bandwidth for each flow, so network congestion can not be
eliminated but only spreads. As a result, end-to-end conges-
tion control becomes a key enabler for high-performance
lossless Ethernet at scale [21, 49].

Many efforts have been devoted to developing congestion
control to facilitate the deployment of lossless Ethernet. DC-
QCN [49] employs widely-used ECN in switches to detect
congestion and heuristically throttles congested flows. Never-
theless, ECN solely based on queue length may not provide
the correct congestion indicator once PFC takes effect [45].
HPCC [29] relies on high-precision INT [2] to guide conges-
tion control but incurs high per-packet overhead and sacrifices
throughput performance. TIMELY [33] advocates RTT-based
congestion control. Still, the RTT samples may mislead con-
gestion judgment when RTT suddenly increases owing to
HoL blocking. Recently, TCD [45] makes a new attempt to
accurately detect congested flows but still follows the heuris-
tic rate control rules as traditional congestion controls, which
makes it essentially hard to achieve low latency and high
throughput simultaneously.

Reflecting on these efforts, we notice that instead of de-
signing congestion control for lossless Ethernet from scratch,
almost all existing works weave unfitted pieces into their
schemes thus resulting in sub-optimal performance. In partic-
ular, congestion detection is the foundation while rate control
is indeed the core of achieving appropriate bandwidth allo-
cation for each flow. Both of them should consider essential
features of lossless Ethernet and work harmoniously together
to realize high-performance congestion control. Therefore,
we ask this question: can we take a step back and rethink con-
gestion control for lossless Ethernet by taking full advantage
of its intrinsic properties?

The crux to understanding the intrinsic properties of loss-
less Ethernet is to recognize the profound impact of hop-
by-hop flow control (i.e., PFC). For instance, the ON-OFF
regulation of hop-by-hop flow control introduces a new ON-
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OFF style port state in switches, changing the foundation of
congestion detection. More importantly, no packet dropping
at intermediate switches in turn enables an end-to-end loss-
less path, which alters the view of the network pipe and opens
new opportunities for flow-level bandwidth allocation. In fact,
previous efforts unconsciously neglect one intrinsic yet pow-
erful property, i.e., packet conservation: packets are not lost
in the lossless network1. All injected packets are eventually
delivered to receivers and acknowledged by ACKs, before
which they fly in the network pipe or queue at switches.

In this paper, based on the understanding of above intrinsic
properties and in-depth experimental investigations, we de-
rive two key principles to build a desirable congestion control
for lossless Ethernet: (1) Since packet conservation property
implies that the number of ACKs equals to the number of
packets injected into the network, the ACK-driven paradigm
should gain renewed emphasis in lossless Ethernet to infer
network pipe capacity and the exact number of excessive pack-
ets (§ 3.2). (2) To handle HoL blocking efficiently, congested
flows should be suppressed sufficiently to eliminate accumu-
lated buffers as soon as possible; victim flows should adapt to
the severity of congestion to balance HoL blocking alleviation
and throughput performance (§ 3.3).

Armed with the above principles, we propose a new conges-
tion control for lossless Ethernet called ACC (ACK-Driven
Congestion Control). ACC utilizes TCD [45] to accurately
detect congested flows and victim flows. For congested flows,
ACC gracefully employs a two-step strategy: senders first
wait for the excessive packets to drain out via a temporary
halt and then match the rate to network pipe capacity. In de-
tail, by correlating ACK sequences across multiple periods
and ACK arrival rate, ACC senders figure out the number of
excessive packets and the exact time to be drained at switches.
For victim flows, ACC senders collect the duration pattern of
ACK markings to perceive the severity of congestion and only
adjust the rate when congestion spreading lasts long.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:
• Understanding the implications of intrinsic properties of

lossless Ethernet (e.g., packet conservation) on congestion
control and deriving basic principles for handling congested
flows and victim flows. Our perspective strikes out a new
path of exploiting intrinsic properties to guide the precise rate
control for lossless networks.

• Developing a new congestion control scheme called ACC
for lossless Ethernet. As ACK can correspond to each injected
packet precisely, ACC utilizes ACK time series to derive exact
backlogged packets in switches and network pipe capacity.
ACC can quickly converge to the proper rate in one RTT and
empty accumulated queues rapidly.

1Note that in lossy networks where packets can be dropped due to buffer
overflow, the number of packets injected into the network is not equal to
the number of ejected packets (i.e., acknowledged by receivers). So packet
conservation property does not hold in lossy networks. In addition, we do not
consider packet loss due to packet corruption or device failure in this paper.

• Implementing ACC in SoftRoCE [36] and evaluating
ACC via extensive experiments. Results show that ACC well
alleviates congestion spreading and HoL blocking issues and
can achieve low latency and high throughput. For instance,
compared with state-of-the-art schemes, ACC improves the
average and 99th percentile FCT performance of small flows
by 1.3~3.3⇥ and 1.4~11.5⇥, respectively.

2 Design Space
2.1 Desirable Properties
We begin with reexamining the desirable properties of conges-
tion control for lossless Ethernet. Specifically, we target the
scenario of a single RDMA domain deployed with a single
CC scheme, which is common in Ethernet-based datacenters.

(1) Fast convergence. The primary goal of congestion
control is allocating the proper rate for each flow thus the ag-
gregation rate converges to the bottleneck capacity. However,
in lossless Ethernet, fast convergence is particularly crucial
to the following issues:
• Restricting the spreading of congestion and alleviating

HoL blocking. Without fast convergence, a congestion point
is likely to spread into a congestion tree with cascading ac-
cumulated queues along branches. Take Figure 1(a) as an
example. After congestion happens at port P4, P4 becomes
the root of the congestion tree. Once the PFC pause prop-
agates to upstream switches, the paths of congested flows
(e.g., <S1-R1>) become the main branch of the congestion
tree. When other flows (e.g., F0) destined for non-congestion
points pass through the main branch, the backpressure of PFC
may further induce the secondary branch. Thus, HoL blocking
occurs. Flows not destined for congestion points innocently
suffer from PFC pause. The accordingly secondary branch
in Figure 1(b) is <P1-S0>. When the congestion tree grows,
the input and output of the switches along the branches are
prone to be modulated into an ON-OFF pattern by PFC (i.e.,
alternating between sending and pausing), thus disturbing con-
gestion detection and subsequent rate regulation. If multiple
congestion points are in the same congestion tree (i.e., a larger
congestion tree covers a smaller congestion tree), congestion
point in the larger congestion tree will be first eliminated then
the smaller congestion tree.
• Lowering the risk of deadlock. Deadlock is a silent killer

in the lossless network [21, 25, 26, 38]. The typical causes
of deadlock in today’s data centers are as follows: Initially,
owing to reasons such as routing misconfiguration, switch
firmware failure, or link failure, a Cyclic Buffer Dependency
(CBD) emerges in the topology. Then if congestion happens
and the congestion control fails to converge quickly, the fre-
quent trigger of PFC may be induced. Eventually, PFC pause
propagates to the whole cycle and all switches wait for its
upstream to send PFC resume, thus a deadlock occurs. From
another perspective, even if CBD exists, the fast convergence
of congestion control can make it resilient against deadlock.
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Figure 1: Typical scenario.

(2) Low latency and high throughput. Today’s applica-
tions increasingly pursue stringent latency and throughput
performance [23,27]. In lossless Ethernet, offloading network
stacks into hardware (i.e., RDMA) helps sustain the criti-
cal latency and bandwidth requirements at hosts but leads to
the network becoming the bottleneck. On the one hand, for
increasingly dominant storage workloads with NVMe-over-
Fabrics technology [10,27], the overall completion latency for
a single storage operation is determined by the latency of the
slowest network operation. Each storage operation involves
messages with a size of only several KB and may require
microsecond-scale latency [3, 19, 47, 48]. On the other hand,
data processing applications [16, 44] and AI applications in-
creasingly involve communicating among high computation
speed devices at scale [29, 39, 51]. These applications pe-
riodically transfer a large volume of data and the average
transfer time of each round directly impacts the overall pro-
cessing/training time and cost, which imposes high require-
ments on throughput performance. To sum up, congestion
control should be able to achieve low latency for short flows
and predictable high throughput for longer flows.

2.2 Ternary Flow States in Lossless Ethernet
The foundation of congestion control in lossless Ethernet is
understanding the network state space under the influence
of PFC. We notice that a recent work TCD [45] develops a
ternary congestion signal tailored to lossless networks, which
can distinguish between switch ports that are roots of con-
gestion trees (i.e., congestion ports) and switch ports on the
branches that are only affected by PFC (i.e., undetermined
ports). TCD terms the new state as "undetermined" because
the real states of these ports are masked due to intermittent
ON-OFF sending pattern when PFC triggers. TCD-enabled
switches mark packets passing through a congested port with
CE and mark packets passing through an undetermined port
with UE, which indicates “congestion encountered” and “un-
determined encountered”, respectively. Besides, UE can only
be marked when the packet is not marked with CE. As a result,
TCD can notify end hosts of ternary flow states: congested
flows that pass through congestion ports, undetermined flows
2 that only pass through undetermined ports, and uncongested
flows. As shown in Figure 1, port P4 is the congestion port,
while all other nodes of the congestion tree are undetermined
ports. F1 is the congested flow, while F0 is the victim flow.

2We interchangeably use “victim flows” and “undetermined flows”
throughout the paper.

(a) F1: inflight packets and packets
backlogged in switch buffers

(b) Packets arriving pattern

Figure 2: [N = 20] F1: packets backlogged in switches and
data/ACK arriving pattern.

However, although TCD can be useful for perceiving net-
work states, it remains an essential issue on how to deal with
these refined flows to fulfill the desirable properties for con-
gestion control. Concretely, for congested flows that are actual
contributors to congestion, congestion control should regu-
late its rate to converge quickly to the proper value and stay
near it. By doing so, emerging congestion can be eliminated
rapidly and prevents the potential risk of congestion spread-
ing. Still, chances are that congestion spreads (e.g., caused
by bursty traffic or first RTT traffic) and thus may accompany
the emergence of HoL blocking and victim flows.

3 Principles
In this section, we aim to present design principles to answer
key questions for congestion control in lossless Ethernet:

(1) How to adjust the rate of congested flows to achieve
fast convergence? (§ 3.2)

(2) How to treat congested flows and victim flows individ-
ually to handle HoL blocking? (§ 3.3)

3.1 Experiment Setup
To provide vivid illustration, we conduct detailed investiga-
tions via ns-3 simulations. The network topology is shown
in Figure 1(a). The link capacity is 100Gbps with 2 µs prop-
agation delay. F0 and F1 are long-lived flows. H1⇠HN send
concurrent 64KB bursts lasting for about 2ms and can hardly
be regulated by end-to-end congestion control as the size is
smaller than bandwidth-delay-product (BDP). For rate de-
crease algorithms at hosts, we adopt the widely-used DC-
QCN [49]. The PFC threshold is 512KB.

The switches support TCD so hosts are aware of ternary
states of flows. Specifically, assume F0 and F1 start simul-
taneously and achieve their fair bandwidth allocation, then
bursts start. After congestion occurs at port P4, F0 becomes
the victim flow in the branch <P4-S1>. We introduce differ-
ent congestion degrees by changing the value of N, which
indicates the number of concurrent senders. A larger N in-
duces more severe congestion at port P4, resulting in a deeper
congestion tree.

3.2 The Power of ACK-Driven
To explore the potential principle to throttle congested flows,
we first take a close look by combining the in-network per-
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(a) F1:DCQCN (b) F1 stops 20µs and sends
at PCrate

(c) F1 stops 180µs and sends
at PCrate

Figure 3: [N = 20] Queue occupancy at Port P3. PCrate: the rate
corresponding to the pipe capacity of the flow.

(a) F1: DCQCN (b) F1 stops 90µs and sends
at PCrate

Figure 4: [N = 10] Queue occupancy at Port P3.

spective (e.g., congested packets backlogged in switches) and
the end-host perspective (e.g., inflight bytes seen by senders).

Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of F1 packets backlogged
in each switch port (the upper subfigure) and the inflight
bytes maintained at the sender H1 (the lower subfigure) under
Setting I (N = 20). The inflight bytes are derived from the
difference between the next sending byte sequence and the
unacknowledged byte sequence. After congestion occurs at
1ms, F1 packets are only queued at P4 till 1.1ms. As PFC takes
effect and congestion gradually spreads to upstream switches,
the number of backlogged bytes at ports P3, P2, and P1 rise
one by one. For congested flow F1, the maximum amount
of traffic that can be delivered per RTT is C⇥RT T/(N +1),
also called as the network pipe capacity of this flow (around
0.012MB in this scenario). As shown in Figure 2(a), we notice
that the number of inflight bytes closely tracks the sum of total
backlogged packets (i.e., packets queued in P4, P3, P2, and
P1) and the network pipe capacity of F1.

From the end-host perspective, Figure 2(b) depicts the pack-
ets arriving pattern of congested flow F1 at R1 and its ACKs
at S1. After congestion occurs at 1ms, the arriving pattern of
F1 data packets is continuous for a long time period at first
because excessive packets would eventually go through the
continuously-ON congested port P4. The arriving pattern of
ACKs corresponds well to data packets. We also record the
arriving rate of F1 ACKs. For congested flow F1, the arriving
rate of ACKs (around 4.7Gbps) is exactly the available band-
width of F1, which can also deduce the capacity of network
pipe (i.e., available bandwidth⇥ RT T ). In summary, we have
Observation 1: For congested flows: (1) the number of exces-
sive packets backlogged in switches is exactly the difference
between inflight packets and the network pipe capacity; and
(2) the ACK arrival rate can imply the available bandwidth.

Indeed, the above observations corroborate an intrinsic
property of lossless Ethernet: packet conservation, i.e., sent
packets are never lost. Different from traditional lossy net-
works where packets may be dropped due to buffer overflow,
in lossless Ethernet, excessive packets will backlog in switch
buffers along the branch after filling the pipe. Thus all of them
are eventually delivered and acknowledged by ACKs.

The implications behind packet conservation property lie
in that: the precise number of excessive packets and the net-
work pipe capacity of congested flow can both be inferred

from the ACK time series. Thus, the ACK-driven paradigm
really comes into its own in a lossless network with packet
conservation property. To this end, we derive Principle 1: In
lossless Ethernet, the ACK-driven paradigm is a powerful
knob to infer the proper throttled rate and the precise
number of excessive packets for congested flows.

3.3 Handling HoL Blocking
Once PFC takes effect, victim flows may emerge and suffer
from HoL blocking. The following question is how to treat
congested flows and victim flows individually to handle HoL
blocking. Ideally, HoL blocking should be eliminated as soon
as possible without incurring unnecessary performance loss.

Next, we focus on the effect of rate control strategies of
congested flows on HoL blocking alleviation and victim flows
under different degrees of congestion (e.g., N = 20 and N =
10). We enable TCD in switches thus flows with packets
marked as UE are identified as victim flows. The default rate
control strategy is that only congested flows will be throttled
once detected, and victim flows will adjust the sending rate
the same as uncongested flows according to DCQCN.

Figure 3(a) reports the queue occupancy of individual flows
at the switch port P3 when N = 20 with DCQCN. After bursts
start at 1ms, congestion emerges at port P4. Then conges-
tion spreads to upstream switches and packets accumulate at
ports P3 and P2 (not shown in the figure). The HoL blocking
process lasts for about 2ms. We notice that the queue accumu-
lation of F0 accompanies with the queue buildup of F1, which
confirms that HoL blocking originates from queue buildup of
congested flows along the branch.

Further, to understand how congested flows with precise
rate adjustment may impact HoL blocking, we let congested
flow F1 first empty the accumulated packets along switches
by stopping for a while (after congestion is detected) and then
send at the rate corresponding to the network pipe capacity
(i.e., PCrate). As shown in Figure 3(b), congestion spreading at
P3 is largely alleviated. The queue occupancy of F1 is quickly
suppressed and the total blocking time of F0 is reduced. We
also estimate an ideal stopping time (i.e., 180us) and Figure
3(c) depicts the queue occupancy. With sufficiently long time
to empty the accumulated packets along switches, the duration
of HoL blocking is much shorter than in Figure 3(b). However,
F0 is still blocked at port P3 and has queue buildup. This is
because although congested flow F1 are stopped precisely,
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pause frames may still be triggered due to large ingress queue
previously accumulated at the downstream port 3.

When N = 10, we see a more desired impact on alleviat-
ing HoL blocking. As shown in Figure 4(a), the congestion
degree is smaller when N = 10, where the duration time of
HoL blocking is short. With DCQCN, the queue occupancy
of F0 is even much larger than F1 at port P3. However, as
depicted in Figure 4(b), once congested flow F1 stops for a
sufficient time to empty the queue and then sends at the rate
corresponding to the network pipe capacity, HoL blocking
can even be eliminated. With fewer accumulated packets and
a faster draining rate at the downstream congested port, the
corresponding ingress queue falls below the PFC threshold
faster. In this scenario, victim flows can safely pass without
causing pause frames and HoL blocking. In summary, we
have Observation 2: Stopping congested flows sufficiently
long can eliminate associated buffers as soon as possible.
However, under different congestion situations, HoL blocking
may still occur and victim flows have the risk of inducing
further congestion spreading.

The above observations tell that although stopping con-
gested flows does not necessarily stop pause frames from
affecting victim flows, it does help get rid of such blocking
states as soon as the accumulated buffer of congested flow is
sufficiently drained. During this process, victim flows may
still emerge and have the risk of congestion spreading. Thus,
we advocate treating victim flows dynamically to adapt to
different congestion situations, rather than treat them iden-
tically. We derive Principle 2: Stopping congested flows
sufficiently long is the foremost means to suppressing HoL
blocking. While congested flows are stopping, victim flows
should balance HoL blocking alleviation and throughput
by adapting to the severity of congestion.

Incorporating Principle 1 and Principle 2, we come to the
following strategies for congested flows and victim flows in
lossless Ethernet: Congested flows should first stop to wait for
accumulated congested queues to drain out, and then send at
the rate of network pipe capacity. While victim flows should
sacrifice throughput as little as possible and benefit HoL block-
ing alleviation. Such collaborative strategies can rapidly sup-
press congestion spreading without link underutilization, and
benefit latency and throughput performance.

4 ACK-Driven Congestion Control
Following the above principles, we present the design of ACK-
driven congestion control (ACC). The switch supports TCD
and marks ternary congestion notification in data packets.
A CE marked packet indicates a congested flow that passes
through a congestion port. A UE marked packet indicates that
the flow only passes through ports affected by PFC. The flow
is uncongested if neither CE nor UE is marked (denoted by

3PFC is triggered based on the ingress queue length. In today’s commodity
shared-buffer switches, the ingress queue length is a counter which is updated
when packets enqueue the ingress and dequeue the egress [21].

Sending

Congested

Uncongested

Undetermined

Source Halt

Receiving
ACK

CE

UE

NO

Rate
decrease

Rate increase

Rate keep or decrease

ACK
arrival rate

ACK
sequence

Figure 5: ACC state machine.

NO). The receiver copies the TCD marking to the correspond-
ing ACK and sends it back to the sender.

At its core, ACC conducts ACK-driven rate adjustment in-
cluding enforcing a source halt according to ACK sequences
(§ 4.2), and referring to ACK arrival rate to guide rate decrease
for congested flows (§ 4.3). The source halt state involves a
halt time which guarantees draining out accumulated packets
in the network while avoiding link under-utilization. For vic-
tim flows, ACC adaptively adjusts the rate according to the
feature of duration time of ACK markings (§ 4.4).

4.1 State Machine Overview
The ACC sender makes rate adjustment decisions every period
T (e.g., base RTT, see § 5). At the end of each period T , the
sender identifies the current state of the flow according to
TCD marking and conducts corresponding rate adjustment.

Figure 5 illustrates the state machine of ACK-driven rate
adjustment at ACC senders. TCD marking is aggregated in
each T with the priority order CE > UE > NO. If there is
ACK with CE received, the flow may experience congestion.
The ACC sender records the number of CE marked ACKs of
each flow. If the marking fraction of CE is above a threshold
(i.e., 90%) during a period T , it is considered a steadily con-
gested flow. If there is no ACK with CE received but with UE
marking received, the flow is regarded as a victim flow that
experiences an undetermined state. Only when neither UE nor
CE marking is received, the flow is uncongested. Specifically,
when the flow is identified as congested, it will first enter into
a source halt state where the connection ceases transmission
and the ACK arrival rate is recorded for later sending. After
leaving the source halt state, congested flows are throttled at
the proper rate derived from the ACK arrival rate. For uncon-
gested flows, the sender directly increases the sending rate.
For victim flows, the sender adjusts the sending rate according
to the duration pattern of UE markings.

4.2 Halting Congested Flows
For congested flows, ACC introduces a source halt state which
actively stops the transmission of congested flows before
sending at the appropriate rate (§ 3.2 Principle 2). The crux
of the source halt is the halt time. An appropriate halt time
should ensure that accumulated packets are drained without
under-utilizing the link. Indeed, a proper number of packets
should fill the network pipe without causing queue buildup
in the switch buffer. Specifically, ACC senders calculate the
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duration of the source halt state according to the time series
of ACK sequences (§ 3.2 Principle 1).

Concretely, for each flow, the sender maintains a value
called tNextPkt to represent when the next packet is transmitted.
Initially, tNextPkt is set to 0 and is assigned by the congestion
control algorithm. With ACC, tNextPkt is updated as follows
when the sender enters into the source halt state:

tNextPkt  tNextPkt + tHalt (1)

where tHalt is calculated based on the estimated draining time.
After tHalt , a sender considers that the accumulated queues
have drained out. Figure 6 illustrates the rationale under the
typical incast scenario with M senders. Assume for flow k,
DSk is the total sent out bytes in one period T (i.e., base RTT).
DAk is the total acknowledged bytes in the next period. Ideally,
all packets sent in one period should be acknowledged in the
next period when there is no congestion (i.e., DAk = DSk).
Once congestion happens, the excessive packets build up the
queue. The total excessive sent packets are ÂM

k=1(DSk�DAk).
Then the draining time of the bottleneck queue is ÂM

k=1(DSk�
DAk)/C, where C is link capacity. Since flow k can only pass
through the bottleneck with the rate Rk, the draining time of
total packets belonging to flow k in the bottleneck queue can
be calculated as (DSk�DAk)/Rk, which is the expected tHalt
of flow k. For clarity, in the following, we use DS and DA to
denote DSk and DAk for flow k, respectively.

Each flow maintains a sequence space to calculate DS and
DA. Assume snd_una denotes the first sequence that has been
sent but not acknowledged, and snd_nxt denotes the next
sequence to be sent. snd_una is updated every time an ACK
is received. When a packet is sent, snd_nxt is also updated.
Then DS is the difference between snd_nxt at the end of the
current period and snd_nxt at the beginning of the current
period. DA is the difference between snd_una at the end of the
next period and snd_una at the beginning of the next period.
When severe congestion causes no ACK to arrive during a
period, DS should accumulate until an ACK is received.

In detail, ACC senders manipulate DS and DA among sev-
eral periods to calculate tHalt and exert source halt as shown in
Figure 7: (1) Period Ti�1 in normal transmission; (2) Period Ti
starts receiving ACKs of packets sent in Ti�1 and sends at the
same rate as Ti�1; (3) The first period Ti+1 enters the source
halt state and stops transmission; (4) Period Ti+n leaves the
source halt state and starts transmission. Assume the sender
starts a flow and then experiences congestion during Ti�1. The
available bandwidth is derived from ACK arrival rate, and

Sender

Receiver

Ti Ti+1
Enter the
source halt

First period
in source halt:

…

Leave the source halt
and send normally

Ti+n

…

First ACK
Ti-1 ……

tHalt

packets sent in Ti	
are inflight

Figure 7: The timeline of entering and exiting source halt.

Ti�1 period directly uses ACK sequences received in Ti period
to obtain the excessive packets in Ti�1. Indeed only Ti period
will use the excessive rate to infer the excessive packets. The
detailed process of exerting source halt is as follows:
• At the end of Ti, the sender identifies the flow as congested

and prepares to exert source halt. tHalt is calculated by (DS�
DA)/R and the flow halts until over period Ti+1. DS is obtained
during Ti�1, while DA and R is obtained in Ti. Note that the
flow still sends packets at the previous rate during Ti, where
excessive packets sent in Ti may also lead to queue buildup.
• At the end of Ti+1, the sender already enters the source

halt state and stops transmission. The sender should estimate
excessive packets sent in Ti and extend the insufficient halt
time calculated at the end of Ti. We notice that the excessive
packets sent in Ti can be inferred according to how much the
sending rate exceeds the available bandwidth, without the
need to wait for the arrival of ACKs. Concretely, based on the
sending rate Rs in the period before source halt (i.e., sending
rate of Ti�1) and the current available bandwidth R (i.e., the
ACK arrival rate in Ti), the number of excessive sent packets
r in Ti equals to DS subtracting the estimated pipe capacity
(line 7 in Algorithm 1). Finally, tHalt is extended by textend
(line 8-9 in Algorithm 1).

• During Ti+n, the sender leaves the source halt state and
starts transmission. The sender should only consider ACKs
of new packets sent after leaving the source halt state for
following ACK-driven rate adjustment. To this end, the sender
records snd_nxt before entering into the source halt state. For
each received ACK, only when the current snd_una is greater
than the recorded snd_nxt, the ACK is considered eligible
(line 2 in Algorithm 1).

4.3 Throttling Congested Flows
For congested flows, after leaving the source halt state, the
sender utilizes the ACK arrival rate to guide rate decrease
(§ 3.2 Principle 1). ACK arrival rate (line 3 in Algorithm
1) can reflect the data receiving rate at the receiver 4. The
aggregate receiving rate is the capacity of the bottleneck link.
To reduce the disturbance due to congestion in the reverse
path, ACKs are sent with higher priority than data packets
to avoid a significant queueing delay. The effectiveness of
this method has been confirmed in [33]. Besides, the arrival

4Currently, we only consider per-packet ACKs for accurately estimating
excessive packets and network pipe capacity. However, if there is ACK
coalescing, the precise number of excessive packets can still be inferred from
cumulative ACK sequences.
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Variables Description
snd_una The current unacknowledged byte
snd_nxt_start The next sending byte when the sender

is allowed to send, initialized as 0
halt Whether the sender has halted
Rs The current sending rate
RI The rate increment value
tNextPkt The next sending time
Nu The number of consecutive uncon-

gested periods
Nv The number of consecutive periods re-

ceiving UE
Pthresh The threshold of Nv to throttle victim

flows

Table 1: Variables of ACC sender algorithm.

rate of ACKs may be so small that just one ACK arrives in
several periods. To address this corner case, the sender also
records the inter-arrival time of ACKs. When the inter-arrival
time is larger than T , the sender estimates the arrival rate by
replacing T with the inter-arrival time.

4.4 Adapting Undetermined Flows
If ACKs marked with UE are received in a period T , the cor-
responding flow is an undetermined flow (i.e., victim flow).
ACC treats victim flows adaptively according to the severity
of congestion (§ 3.3 Principle 2). Indeed, the duration of re-
ceiving UE marks can indicate the severity of congestion. If
congestion is not severe, ACC senders will receive few UE
marks (e.g., only within one period) as congestion may not
spread or can be quickly suppressed due to source halt of
congested flows. However, if congestion is severe, congestion
spreading may last long and ACC senders are likely to ob-
serve UE marks stretching across multiple periods. Thus, after
identifying victim flows, ACC senders continuously observe
the arriving pattern of UE marks to adjust the sending rate.

Concretely, ACC senders first keep the rate and then reduce
the sending rate according to the number of consecutive peri-
ods with UE marks. As shown in Algorithm 1 (lines 23-24), if
the number of consecutive periods with UE marks exceeds a
period threshold Pthresh, victim flows will decrease the current
rate by half to reduce the injection rate and prevent further
congestion spreading. In this way, victim flows avoids blindly
decreasing the rate with the side effect of losing throughput,
but help alleviate HoL blocking when congestion spreading
lasts long.

4.5 Rate Increase for Uncongested Flows
If neither CE nor UE marked ACKs are received during period
T , the flow is uncongested and should attempt to increase the
sending rate. The principles are as follows:

(1) The increase step of uncongested flows should consider
the current sending rate. A flow with a small sending rate
should increase more, while a flow with a large sending rate

Algorithm 1 ACC sender algorithm.
1: function CONGESTED(recvNum,snd_nxt_start,snd_una)
2: if halt == f alse and snd_una > snd_nxt_start then
3: R = recvNum⇤MTU/T ; //calculating ACK arrival rate
4: Rs = R;
5: SourceHalt(R,DS,DA); //calculating the halt time
6: else if Halt == true then
7: r = DS�DS⇤R/Rs;
8: textend = r/R;
9: tHalt  tHalt + textend ;

10: tNextPkt  tNextPkt + textend ;
11: end if
12: end function
13: function UNCONGESTED
14: if Nu < 2 then
15: RI = RILow;
16: else
17: RI = RIHigh;
18: end if
19: Rs = Rs +

(lineRate�Rs)
lineRate ⇤RI;//increasing the sending rate

20: Nu = Nu +1;
21: end function
22: function UNDETERMINED
23: if Nv > Pthresh then
24: Rs = Rs/2;
25: end if
26: end function
27: function SOURCEHALT(R,DS,DA)
28: if DS > DA then
29: tHalt = (DS�DA)/R;
30: tNextPkt  tNextPkt + tHalt ;
31: halt = true;
32: snd_nxt_start = snd_nxt;
33: end if
34: end function

should increase less.
(2) The rate increase process should be gradual at first to

avoid causing congestion immediately while aggressive after
available bandwidth is considered adequate.

ACC senders make rate adjustments following the law in
lines 13-21 in Algorithm 1. Generally, the sender increases
the sending rate by adding an amount proportional to the dif-
ference between lineRate and the current sending rate. Note
that lineRate means the maximum rate of NIC which may
vary if NIC speed changes. There are two stages for the rate
increase. RI is the maximum increase amount per period with
different values for two stages and is proportional to lineRate.
For the early stage, RI is set as a small value RILow. After two
consecutive increase periods, the maximum increase amount
per period RI is set as a large value RIHigh. RILow and RIHigh
are both proportional to RI. In this way, uncongested flows
increase gradually at first, then aggressively with a large in-
crease step and finally increase less per period as the sending
rate gets closer to the line rate.
4.6 Theoretical Analysis
We build a fluid model of ACC and analyze its performance,
including convergence and fairness. The main conclusions are
summarized in the following propositions, and the detailed
proof is listed in Appendix A.
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Figure 8: ACC implementation in SoftRoCE.

Proposition 1: When the aggregate sending rate is larger
than the bottleneck link bandwidth, ACC can converge the
aggregate sending rate towards the bottleneck link bandwidth
within one control period T .
Proposition 2: ACC can always guarantee fair bandwidth
allocation regardless of the initial sending rate of the flow, i.e.,

Si!
C
N

Si is the sending rate of flow i, C is the bottleneck link band-
width, N is the number of flows sharing the bottleneck link.

5 Implementation
In this section, we describe the Linux implementation of
ACC using SoftRoCE, which is a software implementation of
RDMA and fulfills the RoCE NIC function on Ethernet NICs.
Figure 8 illustrates the kernel SoftRoCE architecture with our
ACC extensions shaded in gray. ACC involves modifications
in three main modules, as described below.
rxe_completer This module is responsible for process-
ing received ACKs at the sender. We modify the check_ack
function to implement the ACC algorithm and maintain the
state machine of ACC. For the first ACK of each flow, we start
a timer for periodically checking ACKs in ACC. The ACC
algorithm determines the sending rate of each flow accord-
ing to current state (congested, undetermined or uncongested)
and converts the rate to pacing delay among packets. Based
on the latest sending time and pacing delay, the function can
calculate tNextPkt . tNextPkt is also updated once the flow enters
the source halt state (Equation 1).
rxe_requester This module is responsible for sending
data at the sender. Since the original SoftRoCE does not
support congestion control, we add a rate pacer to controlling
the transmission time of packets according to tNextPkt . The
rate pacer continues comparing current time with tNextPkt , and
source halt can be enforced by holding back the next packet
until tNextPkt .
rxe_responder This module receives data packets and
triggers the generation of ACKs. For ACC, after processing
the data packets and prepare to generate ACK, it will piggy-
back the TCD marking to ACK packets.
Discussion on NIC implementation. In RDMA NICs, the QP
Context (QPC) maintains for a QP all its contexts, including

the DMA states and connection states (e.g., expected packet
sequence numbers and sending rate). For ACC, the additional
QPC size required for each QP is less than 40B (including
ternary states and variables in Table 1), so the total required
size for 1K QPs can be less than 40KB, which is acceptable for
on-chip memory consumption. Besides, current commercial
RDMA NICs already support around 1K rate limiters based
on timers [43].

6 Evaluation
6.1 Evaluation Setup
Testbed. We build a testbed consisting of 5 servers connected
to one switch. Each server is equipped with AMD Ryzen 9
3950X CPU@3.5GHz, 64GB RAM, an Intel 82599ES 10GbE
NIC and runs Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel 5.4.127. All
hosts are connected via a 32⇥100Gbps Tofino switch. We use
the default shared buffer setting in the Tofino switch, and also
implement ACC and DCQCN [49] in SoftRoCE [36].
Schemes compared. We focus on the comparison among
ACC, ECN-based DCQCN [49], RTT-based TIMELY [33]
and INT-based HPCC [29]. We use the open-source code of
DCQCN, TIMELY and HPCC provided in the HPCC sim-
ulator [28] and implement ACC (including the support of
TCD in switches). HPCC and DCQCN are state-of-the-art
and state-of-the-practice in data centers, respectively. Note
that HPCC requires INT support from switches to obtain pre-
cise link load. In large-scale simulations, we also compare
ACC with DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD [45], which are
congestion control schemes enhanced by accurate congestion
detection in TCD. TCD preliminarily proposes to reduce the
rate of congested flows aggressively and adjust victim flows
gently via heuristically modifying the parameters of existing
algorithms.
Network topology. We adopt a fat-tree [5] topology in large-
scale simulations. There are 320 servers in 20 racks, 20 aggre-
gation switches and 16 core switches. Each server has a 100
Gbps link connected to ToR switches. All links between core,
aggregation and ToR switches are 400 Gbps. Each link has
1µs delay. The switch buffer size is set to 32MB according
to real device configurations. PFC is enabled by default and
XOFF is set to 512KB.
Workloads. We generate flows according to Web Search [6]
and Cache Follower [40] workloads. The overall load is 80%.
We also use Hadoop [40] workload (load 50%) adding in-
cast traffic (load 20%). For each incast, 64 randomly selected
senders send 20KB to one receiver. These workloads contain
typical traffic patterns in data centers with most traffic consti-
tuted by few but large flows [6, 11]. Cache Follower and Web
Search workloads contain more heavy flows. Hadoop work-
load is the lightest, around 70% flows smaller than 10KB.
Parameter setting. The core parameters of ACC include the
period T , RI (i.e., RILow and RIHigh) and Pthresh. Since ACC
relies on the difference between sent bytes and acknowledged
bytes in a period T to figure out excessive data, T must be
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(a) DCQCN (b) ACC

Figure 9: Testbed experiment.

the base RTT to ensure that ACKs can arrive during the next
period when there is no congestion. RILow and RIHigh are the
maximum increase amount in each period. As the aggres-
sive source halt state would directly cease transmission, RILow
and RIHigh can be set large to rapidly occupy available band-
width. We recommend setting RILow as 1/250 of the line rate
while RIHigh = 10RILow. For example, RILow is 400Mbps and
RIHigh is 4Gbps when link capacity is 100Gbps. We recom-
mend setting the queue length threshold in TCD as a small
value, i.e., 2MTU. A small but non-zero threshold ensures
that congestion can be sensed at the onset while not too sen-
sitive to transient jitter. By default, we set RIHigh = 4Gbps,
RILow = 400Mbps and Pthresh = 1. The experiments also indi-
cate that our default parameters are proper (Appendix B).

For congestion detection at switches, TCD relies on
max(Ton) to determine the maximum duration of a continuous
ON period to detect the ternary state transitions. According to
the equation in [45], max(Ton) is set to 24µs in our large-scale
simulations. For HPCC, we use the default parameter with
h= 0.95 and maxStage= 5. For DCQCN, we set Kmin = 5KB
and Kmax = 200KB following the parameter setting in [31,49].
For TIMELY, a = 0.875 and b = 0.8, as suggested in [50].

6.2 Testbed
We implement ACC and DCQCN in SoftRoCE referring to
[49]. In our testbed, RTT is around 20µs. Since the period
of generating CNPs in DCQCN is 50µs, we set the period
T in ACC also to 50µs. The congestion detection results of
TCD are equal with ECN in this incast scenario. We configure
SoftRoCE such that ACK is generated for every packet5.

We let each of the four servers start a long flow and record
the aggregated sending rates calculated by the congestion
control algorithm. Note that in ACC, the sender maintains a
sending rate driven by ACK arrival rate and the rate increase
algorithm. As shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), ACC
outperforms DCQCN in terms of fast convergence and stabil-
ity. After the congestion occurs, DCQCN gradually reduces
the sending rate. Due to the heuristic rate regulation, it takes
about 0.5ms (⇠25RTT) to reduce to 10Gbps, and then the
aggregation sending rate is reduced to 1Gbps. Finally, it takes
around 18ms to converge to the fair share. By contrast, ACC
can directly adjust the rate to the proper rate (i.e., 10Gbps)

5We set MTU to 4000B due to the performance issue of SoftRoCE.

(a) Queue length (b) Halt time in ACC

(c) Bottleneck link utilization (d) Fair rate

Figure 10: Convergence, link utilization and fairness.

after one period. The subgraph in each figure shows the ag-
gregate sending rate just after the congestion occurs. The rate
determined by the ACC algorithm is maintained as 10Gbps
under the guidance of the ACK arrival rate. The actual sending
is halted because the flows firstly enter the source halt.

6.3 Microbenchmarks
We first conduct fine-grained simulations to evaluate the basic
performance of ACC (e.g., convergence, link utilization and
fairness). Then we focus on its ability in dealing with typical
issues in lossless Ethernet such as congestion spreading, HoL
blocking and deadlock.
ACC can quickly eliminate congestion, maintain near full
link utilization and attain fair rate allocation: We let ten
source nodes send long-lived traffic to a single destination
node through a switch. All links are 100Gbps. Figure 10(a)
shows the bottleneck queue length evolution. ACC quickly
suppresses the deep queue. Thus congestion is eliminated
rapidly. This benefits from the source halt state based on pre-
cise excessive packet information in ACC. As depicted in
Figure 10(b), the actual halt time of each flow after enter-
ing the source halt state is close to the ideal halt time (i.e.,
the maximum bottleneck queue length divided by link band-
width), but DCQCN and TIMELY fail to rapidly eliminate
the congestion and maintain a low-standing queue.

As for link utilization, both DCQCN and TIMELY incur un-
stable utilization and underutilize the link due to step-by-step
rate adjustment rules. Since HPCC trades high throughput for
low latency, it maintains a 95% link utilization. Overall, ACC
can achieve steady and near-full link utilization.

As illustrated in Figure 10(d), each flow attains the expected
average fair rate (i.e., 10Gbps) with ACC. DCQCN, TIMELY,
and HPCC also achieves reasonable fairness. The aggregate
flow rate attained in DCQCN, TIMELY, and HPCC are lower
than expected. The reasons are that HPCC reserves 5% link
bandwidth headroom and the heuristic rate adjustment in
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(a) DCQCN (b) TIMELY

(c) HPCC (d) ACC
Figure 11: Buffer occupancy at the congested port P4/SW4
and the number of received PAUSEs.

DCQCN and TIMELY.
ACC can effectively suppress congestion spreading and al-
leviate HoL blocking under challenging bursty traffic: We
adopt the topology in Figure 1 to further evaluate the ability
to deal with congestion spreading and HoL blocking under
bursty traffic in simulation (N=15). Note that uncongested
flow F0 shares links with congested flow F1 in SW1⇠SW3.
Figure 11 depicts the individual buffer occupancy of F1 and
burst at the congested port P4, as well as the number of re-
ceived PAUSEs in switches and hosts. DCQCN and TIMELY
both receive PAUSEs at switches and hosts, indicating that
congestion spreading is severe and the congestion tree grows
many branches. The backlogged packets of F1 can not be
drained rapidly due to sluggish rate decrease in DCQCN and
TIMELY. HoL blocking (i.e., F0 is blocked) also occurs be-
cause PAUSEs are received at SW1⇠SW3 where uncongested
flow F0 sharing ports with F1.

With ACC and also HPCC, congestion spreading is sup-
pressed rapidly with many fewer PAUSEs received at both
switches and hosts. ACC and HPCC receive no PAUSEs in
SW1⇠SW3, indicating that there is no HoL blocking and F0
avoids becoming a victim. Only a few PAUSEs are received
due to uncontrollable bursts from H1⇠H15. Besides, HPCC
drastically drains the queue at first, then suffers a standing
queue for a long period, i.e., from 2ms to 2.7ms, as illus-
trated in Figure 11(c). This is because the total sending rate
has matched the bottleneck bandwidth while there are still
backlogged packets. As shown in Figure 11(d), ACC drains
backlogged packets at the congested port at the maximum
rate, with 2ms to empty the long-standing queue. This is be-
cause ACC senders timely enter the source halt state and refer
to the precise information of excessive packets.
ACC is resilient against deadlock: To validate the signifi-
cance of congestion control in preventing deadlock in lossless
Ethernet, we adopt a typical topology as illustrated in Fig-

L1 L2

T1 T2 T3 T4

… …

400Gbps

100Gbps

Figure 12: Topology

Scheme Fraction
DCQCN 6%
TIMELY 74%

HPCC 0%
ACC 0%

Table 2: Fraction of deadlock

ure 12, which is a common unit in Clos topology. To emulate
the typical scenarios where deadlock is prone to appear, we
artificially let link L0-T3 and link L1-T0 fail to form a CBD.
There are eight servers under each ToR switch. We simulate
ACC, DCQCN, TIMELY, and HPCC with Web Search work-
load [6]. The load is 60%. We run simulations 50 times with
different traffic traces, and every simulation lasts for 100ms.
Table 2 shows the fraction of deadlock runs. We identify a
deadlock by finding whether there are flows with infinite com-
pletion times. Among 50 simulations, there is no deadlock in
ACC and HPCC. However, DCQCN and TIMELY encounter
deadlocks 3 and 37 times, respectively. With fast convergence,
ACC is resilient against deadlock.

6.4 Large-Scale Simulations
We conduct large-scale simulations to evaluate the over-
all FCT performance of ACC. For each workload, we clas-
sify flows into small (<100KB), medium ( �100KB and
< 10MB), and large (>10MB) flows. Note that in Hadoop
workload, the size of large flows is larger than 1MB.
ACC achieves low latency for small and medium flows:
Figure 13(a) exhibits the average FCT and 99th percentile
FCT under Web Search workload. On the whole, DCQCN
and TIMELY have undesirable performance. For DCQCN,
the average FCT for small flows is 3.3⇥ of ACC, and the 99th
percentile FCT is 11.5⇥ of ACC. This is because ACC can
quickly converge to the appropriate rate through the ACK
arrival rate. Besides, the FCT performance of ACC is better
than HPCC. For small flows, ACC reduces the average FCT
by 29% compared to HPCC, and the 99th percentile FCT
drops by 40%. The performance gain on small flows comes
from the source halt that directly stops the transmission of the
congested flow so that the queues can be rapidly drained.

Under Cache Follower workload, ACC achieves better FCT
performance than HPCC, with lower FCT even for small and
medium flows. For medium flows, ACC reduces the 99th
percentile FCT by 41% compared with HPCC. For DCQCN,
the average FCT and 99th percentile FCT are 2.4⇥ and 1.7⇥
larger than ACC, respectively.

Under Hadoop workload, the FCT performance of ACC is
close to HPCC. As shown in Figure 13(c), ACC achieves com-
parable FCT performance with HPCC for small and medium
flows. The flow sizes in Hadoop workload are smaller, with
55% of flows being less than 1KB. Such flow size distribution
induces less persistent congestion than the other two work-
loads. As a result, the queuing delay dominates the FCT for
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(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load (c) Hadoop (50% load)+incast (20% load)

Figure 13: Average and tail (99th percentile) FCT performance under various workloads.

(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load

Figure 14: FCT slowdown performance

(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load

Figure 15: Number of PFC PAUSEs

small flows. As HPCC sacrifices link utilization leading to
queue underflow, thus benefiting FCT performance for small
and medium flows.
ACC does not sacrifice throughput of large flows: Fig-
ure 14(a) and Figure 14(b) depict the detailed FCT slowdown
under Cache Follower and Web Search workload. For numer-
ous small and medium flows, ACC achieves comparable or
even better 99th percentile FCT slowdown than HPCC under
both workloads while always attaining better performance
than HPCC for relatively large flows. For example, for flows
larger than 30MB/10MB, the 99th percentile FCT slowdown
with ACC is 26% and 27% lower than HPCC, respectively. In
Figure 13(b), ACC also outperforms HPCC by 30% for the
99th percentile FCT of large flows. ACC does not sacrifice
the throughput of large flows because it precisely drains out
excessive packets and does not underflow the queues to waste
link bandwidth.
ACC outperforms DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD
enhanced with heuristic rules: Figure 13 also demon-
strates that with accurate congestion detection and heuris-
tic rules on adjusting the rate of congested/victim flows,
both DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD improve the aver-
age and tail FCT performance compared with DCQCN and
TIMELY. However, since DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD
still heuristically decrease the rate of congested flows follow-
ing the original paradigm, they can not drain congested queues

(a) FCT slowdown (b) PFC PUASEs

Figure 16: Impact of source halt

rapidly and allocate the proper rate precisely under various
workloads. Thus, DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD may
suffer from slow convergence and long-standing queues. For
instance, under Cache Follower workload, ACC improves tail
FCT performance of small flows by 3.9⇥ and 5.1⇥ compared
with DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD, respectively.
ACC greatly reduces PFC PAUSE generation: The number
of received PAUSEs in different layers under Web Search
and Cache Follower workload is drawn in Figure 15. The
results show that ACC almost has no trigger of PFC messages
because of fast convergence and the ability to maintain low-
standing queues. Thus there is little HoL blocking. In Web
Search workload, for DCQCN and TIMELY, most PAUSEs
are received in the aggregation layer because the challenging
incast pattern happens in the ToR layer. In Cache Follower
workload, most PAUSEs are received at the aggregation layer
and servers, indicating that congestion spreading is severe
hence many innocent senders are affected.
Source halt benefits low latency for small flows and re-
duces the risk of PFC PAUSEs: Aiming at understanding
the significance of source halt, we take a closer look at the
comparison between ACC and ACC w/o halt. ACC w/o halt
removes the source halt state and directly decreases the send-
ing rate of congested flows according to the ACK arrival rate.
Figure 16(a) manifests that ACC w/o halt can achieve sim-
ilar performance for medium and large flows, while small
flows suffer from larger FCT. Small flows experience undesir-
able queueing delays as congested queues can not be rapidly
drained out. ACC w/o halt can still fulfill fast convergence ow-
ing to the guidance of ACK arrival rate. Besides, as illustrated
in Figure 16(b), since there are more long-standing queues,
the risk of triggering PFC PAUSEs increases. ACC signifi-
cantly reduces the PFC PAUSEs at each layer compared with
ACC w/o halt. The congestion spreading is also restricted
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effectively, with many fewer PAUSEs received at the servers,
ToR, and the core layer.

7 Related Work
Lossless Ethernet vs. Lossy Ethernet. There has been
an ongoing discussion about lossless and lossy Ethernet in
RDMA-based datacenter. Lossless Ethernet can benefit appli-
cation performance but comes with side effects of deploying
PFC (i.e., HoL blocking, congestion spreading, deadlock, etc).
However, ACC reveals that besides its side effects, PFC also
gives a unique packet conservation property which can facili-
tate precise congestion control and in turn mitigate the side
effects of PFC. In contrast, although lossy Ethernet can essen-
tially avoid the side effects of PFC, it may suffer from latency
degradation due to packet losses and imposes higher imple-
mentation requirements on RDMA NICs (e.g., more complex
loss recovery and reorder logic). Thus, existing efforts can
be mainly classified into two lines: (i) Developing conges-
tion control (or flow control) to minimize the side effects
of PFC: For example, CC schemes including DCQCN [49],
PCN [13], TCD/TCD-MQ [45, 46], ACC, etc, and new link-
layer flow control like deadlock-free GFC [38]. (ii) Develop-
ing advanced loss recovery to improve RDMA performance:
For example, IRN [34] first introduces selective retransmis-
sion into RDMA NICs. TLT [30] proposes to reduce timeouts
by protecting important packets. SLR [32] utilizes switches
to send loss notifications to request fast retransmissions and
is compatible with default Go-back-N retransmission.
Congestion control in lossless interconnects. Besides loss-
less Ethernet, there are other lossless interconnects, e.g., In-
finiBand [9] and Fibre Channel [8]. For example, InfiniBand
deploys credit-based flow control to guarantee no packet loss,
which also suffers from HoL blocking, congestion spreading,
and deadlock problems [9, 22, 41]. Despite the fact that ACC
is designed for lossless Ethernet employing PFC, we think
our key insights (e.g., utilizing the ACK-driven paradigm to
infer excessive packets and throttled rate) are also suitable for
congestion control in other lossless interconnects with packet
conservation property.
Receiver-driven and other advanced congestion controls.
Recently several receiver-driven congestion controls have
been proposed, such as ExpressPass [14], pHost [18], NDP
[23], and Homa [35]. The core of receiver-driven congestion
control is “request and allocation” style transport [24]. These
receiver-driven schemes are first proposed in lossy Ethernet,
where new flows blindly transmit unscheduled packets in the
first RTT. Hence congestion may also occur with the risk of
packet loss. Besides, NDP and ExpressPass utilize CP [12] or
explicitly drop credits to enforce a bounded queue. PCN [13]
is a receiver-driven congestion control scheme designed in
lossless Ethernet while only utilizing the receiving rate at
the receiver to guide rate decrease, thus accumulated queues
may still be eliminated slowly and HoL blocking can not
be suppressed rapidly. There are also other advanced con-

gestion controls designed for datacenters. For instance, Pow-
erTCP [4] proposes to fulfill fine-grained congestion control
by adapting to Power (i.e., bandwidth-window product) based
on INT. Bolt [7] leverages sub-RTT signals provided by pro-
grammable switches to enable reacting to congestion faster
than the RTT control loop, which realizes low queueing and
benefits minimal packet loss under bursty workloads. Besides,
Fasspass [37] first proposes to delegate all control (i.e., when
each packet should be transmitted and what path it should
follow) to a centralized arbiter.

ACC stands out as it fully builds on the simple yet powerful
packet conservation law in lossless Ethernet while achieving
low latency and high throughput simultaneously.
Source halt. On-Ramp [31] proposes to pause the source
actively to deal with transient and equilibrium tension in tra-
ditional lossy Ethernet. The source PAUSE technique in On-
Ramp is similar to the source halt state in ACC. However,
On-Ramp relies on clock synchronization [20] to obtain ac-
curate one-way delay measurement and roughly estimates
the pause time without knowing network pipe capacity. The
source halt state in ACC precisely drains out accumulated
packets of congested flows while only relying on the ACK
time series. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing
congestion control schemes in lossless Ethernet proposes to
accurately and rapidly drain out backlogged packets.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we revisit congestion control for lossless Ether-
net from the perspective of unlocking its intrinsic properties,
e.g., packet conservation. We propose a new congestion con-
trol called ACC, which essentially treats the ACKs as accurate
"tokens" of the network pipe to guide the traffic injection rate
and timing, i.e., waiting for backlogged packets to drain out
and then sending with the rate corresponding to network pipe
capacity. Extensive experiments show that ACC alleviates
thorny issues in lossless Ethernet, such as congestion spread-
ing, HoL blocking, and deadlock. Besides, ACC achieves low
latency and high throughput simultaneously under various
workloads and even outperforms state-of-the-art congestion
control schemes. We believe that the philosophy of exploiting
intrinsic properties opens new avenues for rethinking con-
gestion control and other traffic management mechanisms in
lossless Ethernet.
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Parameter Definition

C Bottleneck link bandwidth
N The number of flows
T Control period
k The kth period
RI Rate increment
Si(k) Sending rate of flow i at kth period
Ri(k) Actual sending rate of flow i considering

the source halt state at kth period
Q(k) Bottleneck queue length at kth period
ji(k) Allocated bandwidth fraction of flow i at

kth period, ji(k) =
Si(k)

ÂSi(k)

Table 3: Parameter list

APPEDNDIX

A. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we analyze the convergence and fairness of
ACC in theory. The key parameters are listed in Table 3. We
assume that the receiver will generate ACK for each received
packet and the delay of generating ACK is negligible.

Convergence: Without loss of generality, assuming that the
switch queue corresponding to the bottleneck link is initially
empty, the sending rate of N flows is arbitrary. There are
following two cases:

(1) ÂSi(0)>C: If the aggregate sending rate of the initial
N flows exceeds the bottleneck link bandwidth, congestion
occurs and queues start to accumulate. All congested flows
will enter the source halt state:

8
<

:

Q(1) = (ÂSi(0)�C)T
Ri(1) = 0
Si(1) = ji(0)C

(2)

As shown in Figure 17(a), after each flow enters the source
halt state, the actual sending rate Ri(1) = 0. Flow i stops
transmission to wait for the queue to be emptied. During this
period, the sending rate Si(1) derived from ACK arrival rate
is ji(0)C, and is recorded for following transmission. The
congested queue drains at the rate C, and needs dÂSi(0)�C

C e
periods to approach 0:

8
<

:

Q(k) = (ÂSi(0)�C)T � (k�1)CT
Ri(k) = ji(0)C
Si(k) = ji(0)C

(3)

Thus, we derive ÂSi(k) = Âji(0)C = Â Si(0)
ÂSi(0)

C = C, in-
dicating that the aggregate sending rate ÂSi(k) converges
to C within one period. After leaving the source halt state,
Ri(k) = Si(k) and flow i starts normal transmission.

(2) ÂSi(0)C: If the initial aggregate sending rate of N
flows is less than or equal to the bottleneck link bandwidth,

Queue
length

!!

"!

0 Time(T)

0
"! 0 #

"! 0 #

[∑&!(0) − #]T
−#Draining rate：

1

(a) ÂSi(0)>C
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0 Time(T)

0
"! #0 $

"! #0 $

[∑'!(#0) − $]T

−$

k0 k0+1

(b) ÂSi(0)C

Figure 17: Convergence of ACC

all flows will try to increase the sending rate. Eventually, the
aggregate sending rate of N flows will exceed the bottleneck
bandwidth after k0 periods, then the evolution behavior of
the congested queue and aggregate sending rate of N flows is
consistent with those in the previous case. Figure 17(b) shows
the evolution of bottleneck queue length, Ri and Si.

To sum up, when the aggregate sending rate is larger than
the bottleneck link bandwidth, ACC can converge to the bot-
tleneck link bandwidth within one control period T and elimi-
nate queue accumulation at the fastest speed of the bottleneck
link bandwidth.

Fairness: Assuming that the above convergence process
ends at the beginning of the k1 period, when the switch queue
has been emptied, and the sending rate of the flow i starts to
increase from ji(k0)C. Let r = RI

C , we have
8
<

:

Q(k1) = 0
Si(k1) = (1� r)ji(k0)C+ rC
Ri(k1) = Si(k1)

(4)

We have

ji(k1) =
Si(k1)

ÂSi(k1)
=

(1� r)ji(k0)+ r
1� r+ rN

(5)
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Since N > 1, it is obvious that ÂSi(k1) = (1+ rN� r)C >C.
The link is congested, and the flow i will slow down in the
next period and enter the source halt state:

8
<

:

Q(k1 +1) = (rN� r)CT
Si(k1 +1) = ji(k1)C
Ri(k1 +1) = 0

(6)

The switch queue will be drained at a rate of C, during which
the sending rate Si is kept unchanged, we have

8
<

:

Q(k1 +m) = (rN� r�m+1)CT
Si(k1 +m) = ji(k1)C
Ri(k1 +m) = 0

(7)

Let M = drN� r+1e. Finally, at the beginning of the k1 +
M period, the queue length is 0, and the flow i will start to
increase the sending rate again. We have

8
<

:

Q(k1 +M) = 0
Si(k1 +M) = (1� r)ji(k1)C+ rC
Ri(k1 +M) = Si(k1 +M)

(8)

We have

ji(k1 +M) =
Si(k1 +M)

ÂSi(k1 +M)
=

(1� r)ji(k1)+ r
1� r+ rN

(9)

Comparing Equation (5) and Equation (9), it can be seen
that ACC will repeat the process of rate increase for one
period and rate decrease for M�1 periods. At the same time,
according to Equation (5) and Equation (9), we can calculate
ji(k1 + kM) as follows:

ji(k1 + kM) =
(1� r)ji(k1 +(k�1)M)+ r

1� r+ rN

=
1� r

1� r+ rN
ji(k1 +(k�1)M)+

r
1� r+ rN

· · ·

= (
1� r

1� r+ rN
)

k+1
ji(k0)+

k

Â
j=0

(
1� r

1� r+ rN
)

j
(

r
1� r+ rN

)

(10)

When k! •, as 1�r
1�r+rN < 1, so ( 1�r

1�r+rN )
k+1 approaches

zero. We have:

ji(k1 + kM)!
r

1�r+rN

1� ( 1�r
1�r+rN )

=
1
N

(11)

Equation (11) indicates that ACC can achieve fair rate alloca-
tion.

(a) Average slowdown

(b) The 99th percentile slowdown

Figure 18: Parameter sensitivity of RI, 80% load (WebSearch)

B. Supplementary of Evaluations

To better understand the parameter sensitivity and link utiliza-
tion performance of ACC, we supplement experiment results
in this section. In §B.1, we present the parameter sensitivity
of RI and Pthresh. After that, we present the simulation results
under typical bursty traffic (§B.2).

B.1 Parameter Sensitivity of RI and Pthresh

Parameter RI: In ACC, the key parameter in the rate increase
process is RI. A larger RI indicates a more aggressive rate
increase. To explore the performance sensitivity of ACC on
RI, we use the same Web Search workload and topology as
in Figure 14(a) but vary RI between 1G and 8G. Figure 18
shows the average FCT slowdown of small, medium, and large
flows. On the whole, a larger RI yields higher throughput
for large flows but may introduce larger FCT for small and
medium flows. Due to the source halt state and ACK arrival
rate guidance in ACC, the sending rate can quickly drop
once the aggressive rate increase induces congestion. As a
result, the average FCT slowdown of small and medium flows
is not sensitive to RI. The overall results indicate that our
recommended value of RI is reasonable.
Parameter Pthresh: In ACC, Pthresh controls the rate regulation
of victim flows. Victim flows will keep its rate until Pthresh
consecutive periods. A smaller Pthresh will enforce the victim
flow to throttle its rate earlier to help mitigate the congestion
spreading. To explore the performance sensitivity of ACC on
Pthresh especially when HoL blocking happen frequently, we
run a challenging workload consisting of foreground traffic
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(a) Average slowdown (b) The 99th percentile slowdown (c) The number of PFC PAUSEs

Figure 19: Parameter sensitivity of Pthresh, 80% load (WebSearch + incast)

(a) N = 10

(b) N = 20

Figure 20: Utilization of link <SW3-SW4>. Bursts start at
time 5ms. Topology is Figure 1(a)..

and background traffic: 60% Web Search workload as the
foreground traffic with 20% load of 64-1 incast workload as
the background traffic. For each incast, 64 randomly selected
senders send 50KB to one receiver. We vary Pthresh from 0
to 3. Note that Pthresh = 0 represents that victim flows will
always reduce half of the sending rate per T .

Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b) show the average and 99th
percentile FCT slowdown of the foreground WebSearch work-
load. As Pthresh increases, medium flows and large flows have
better FCT slowdown performance. For example, for large
flows, the 99th percentile FCT slowdown with Pthresh = 0 is
1.22⇥ of when Pthresh = 1. For medium and large victim flows,
by keeping the sending rate until Pthresh periods, they lose less
throughput with a larger Pthresh. While the FCT slowdown per-
formance of small flows with size less than 10KB are mainly

determined by queueing delay. As a result, the average and
tail FCT slowdown of small flows are not sensitive to Pthresh.

However, as shown in Figure 19(c), a larger Pthresh may
trigger more PFC PAUSEs at each layer, indicating heavier
HoL blocking and more risks of PFC. This is because with a
large Pthresh, victim flows react very late to congestion spread-
ing, at which HoL blocking already occurs for a long time
and propagations to multiple switches. Indeed, throttling the
rate of victim flows early can aggressively reduce the injected
traffic around the blocked switch ports, thus speeding up the
alleviation of HoL blocking. On the whole, the results indi-
cate that our recommended value of Pthresh (i.e., 1) is proper,
which can balance the FCT performance and alleviation of
HoL blocking.

B.2 Link Utilization
We adopt the same topology and traffic pattern as in Fig-
ure 1(a) to evaluate the link utilization performance especially
under bursty traffic. Note that uncongested flow F0 shares
links with congested flow F1 in SW1⇠SW3. At time 5ms,
concurrent bursts with size of 64KB start. Then the congested
flow F1 should be throttled while uncongested flow F0 should
be unaffected and occupy available bandwidth. We use N = 10
and N = 20 to introduce different degree of burstiness.

As illustrated in Figure 20(a), after time 5ms, both DCQCN
and TIMELY incur low link utilization lasting for around
1.5ms and 6ms, respectively. Figure 20(b) shows that when
N = 20, DCQCN and TIMELY get worse burst tolerance
performance, with around 7ms and 12ms to recover to full
link utilization. Due to step-by-step rate adjustment rules of
DCQCN and TIMELY, they can not eliminate congestion
at SW4 quickly and congestion spreads to upstream SW3,
thus link <SW3-SW4> is blocked. The low link utilization
is also attributed to the uncongested flow F0 being throttled
mistakenly due to misleading queue-based (or delay-based)
congestion signals. ACC incurs not full link utilization lasting
for about 1.5ms (N = 10) and 2ms (N = 20), which is the
time required for uncongested flow F0 to increase the sending
rate. HPCC can ramp up quickly after bursts start but only
maintains a 95% link utilization in steady state.
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